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Abstract 
The results of Moore and Jones on finding safe starting regions for iterative methods for real functions are extended to 
finding safe starting discs for iteration methods for complex functions in one or more variables. The method is based on 
the splitting of circular discs. A simple numerical example is given. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we extend the work on finding safe starting regions for iterative methods for the 
solution of nonlinear equations via an interval bisection method to finding safe starting regions for 
iterative methods for systems of complex equations using a splitting of circular disks. The approach 
is based on the results in [9] where safe starting intervals for point-iterations are provided without 
additional convergence condition or restrictions on the function classes. This paper generalizes these 
results to the case of systems of complex equations. Two algorithms are presented. The first algo- 
rithm is very general, it makes few assumptions about the functions and it is computationally quite 
expensive. The second algorithm assumes ome properties about the functions, uses the Krawzyk 
operator and is less computationally expensive in that disks not containing zeros are rejected earlier. 
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2. Circular splitting 
Circular intervals and circular arithmetic in the complex plane were introduced by Garagantini 
and Henrici [3] for error analysis and inclusion of complex zeros. They were then used by a number 
of authors as tools for a variety of numerical problems [1, 2, 4, 10-12]. The arithmetic and some 
further applications are also found in [13]. 
Let R, C and N denote the fields of real numbers, complex numbers and the set of nonneg- 
ative integers, respectively. Let ~(C)  denote the set of complex disks Z = (z;r) on C, where 
z = midZ E C, r = radZ E R. IfDC_ C then ~(D)  denotes the set of disks ZC_D. We also define 
the range of a function f over a complex disk Z as f (Z)  = {f(z)  lz E Z} and we note that f (Z)  
is in general not a disk, but a more complicated geometric shape. Let R" denote the n-dimensional 
vector space on the field R and C" the n-dimensional vector space on C. If we let the set ~(C  ~) 
denote the set disk vectors on C ~ then if Z E ~((C ~) we have Z = (z; r) where z = midZ E C n and 
r = rad Z E R n as a generalization of the above definitions. The range of a complex vector function 
over a disk vector is similarly defined. We note that scalars and vectors are only distinguished by 
the context in the sequel. 
If we compute a disk F(Z) for which F(Z) 2 f (Z)  then we call F(Z) a circular extensions of 
f over Z. Assume that f (z)  is computable using a series of elementary operations from the set 
{+, - , . , /} ,  tests and predefined functions. If inclusions for the predefined functions are known then 
when the computations for f (z )  are extended to Z using the arithmetic defined in [3] a natural 
circular extension FI(Z) is obtained for which F I (Z)2 f (z ) .  Circular extensions can either be 
computed as the natural circular extension or by one of the improved methods given in [7, 13]. If 
F(Z) is a circular extension of f over Z then the equality in F(Z) ~f (Z)  is seldom satisfied since 
f (Z )  is almost never a disk. 
Let D C_ C" be an open region, f • D ~ C" be continuous, and assume that a circular extension 
F of f can be computed using the natural circular extension or one of the methods of [7, 13]. The 
aim of this paper is to provide methods for finding safe starting regions for iterative methods for 
solving the system of equations 
f (z)  = O. (1) 
The procedure mployed in [9] assumes the existence of an initial n-dimensional rectangle, called 
a box. If a certain condition is satisfied for the box it is put on a list of boxes which are safe 
starting regions. This list will be saved for further processing with an appropriate rootfinder. If the 
condition is not satisfied then the box is bisected in one coordinate direction, one box is further 
processed and the other box is put on a list of boxes to be tested later. 
The bisection of a box in a given coordinate obviously results in two sub-boxes. In the case 
of a vector of circular disks the situation is different. One of the disks can be bisected in one 
direction, however, this does not produce a new vector of disks. The matter is simplified a bit since 
the splitting of a disk vector is accomplished by splitting one coordinate disk. It is therefore only 
necessary to discuss the splitting of a circular disk in C in order to split a disk vector. 
It is therefore necessary to generalize the bisection of a real interval to so-called circular splittin9 
such that the splitting of a disk results in new disks. By circular splitting of a disk we will therefore 
mean that a given disk is covered by a set of disks and that the diameters of any of the covering 
disks are strictly smaller than the covered disk. 
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Fig. 1. Quart-splitt ing and tri-splitting a disk. 
It is easy to show that a given disk can only be covered by two disks if at least one of the disks 
have a diameter greater than or equal to the original disk. A given disk can therefore not be split 
by two disks in the above sense. 
The approach for subdividing the circular disk in this paper is to cover the original disk by four 
sub-disks. Therefore, let Z C_ C be a circular disk• First we draw its inscribed square, then we draw 
four circular disks whose diameters are the edges of the square with centers at the midpoint of the 
edges. The original disk Z is just covered by these disks• We call this process the quart-splitting of 
the disk Z. This is shown in Fig. 1. It would also be possible to draw the inscribed regular triangle 
of Z, then draw three circular disks which cover Z. This is called the tri-splitting of Z. We only 
consider the quart-splitting in this paper due to the somewhat simpler formulation of the subdivision 
in this case. 
It should be noted that the sum of the areas of the disks resulting from the split is strictly larger 
than the area of the original disk. The only gain in the splitting is to reduce the diameters of the 
sub-disks. In the case of quart-splitting of a disk the area in increased by a factor of 2 and for 
tri-splitting by a factor of 2.25, which is an additional reason for selecting the quart-splitting. 
Let Z = (zo;ro). If we apply the quart-splitting to Z we get Zj = (zj;rj), j = 1 .... ,4 where 
clearly 
rox/2 
r=r l  =r2 =r3  =r4- -  
2 
In the following we therefore only need to find zj, j = 1 . . . . .  4 in order to describe the disks split 
from a given Z. Let zj = xj + iyj where i = ~ is the imaginary unit. At first we set z0 = 0 and 
we place the four vertices of the inscribed square on the four diagonal lines emanating from the 
origin. Then clearly 
{x l=r ,{x2=-O,{x3=-r ,{x4=O,  
Yl O, Y2 r, Y3 = O, Y4 = --r. 
The inscribed square is then rotated by an angle ~ and we get 
{x ,=rcos~, .  {x2=-rs in~,  
Yl r s in  ~, Y2 = r cos  ~ 
X ~ - - r  COS 0~ f X4 = r sin ~, 
l Y3 --r sin ~, y4 --- - r  cos ~. 
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Fig. 2. Spl i t t ings that do not  intersect  he or ig ina l  disk. 
Finally, translating the square to the point z0 we obtain 
Z 1 = Z 0 ~- r COS G~ ~- ir sin a ,  
z3 7_ z0 - r cos  ~ - ir sin a, 
Z 2 ~ Z 0 - -  F sin ~ -- ir cos ~, 
z4 = z0 + r sin ~ + ir cos ~, 
(2) 
where ~ is an adjustable parameter. The four disks are in different positions as ~ takes on different 
values. 
Suppose a disk vector Z has been split into {Zj,Zz,Z3,Z4}. If any of the disk vectors Z/, 1 ~<i~<4 
are split further then those splittings are also splittings of Z. 
It is reasonable to assume that the parameter ~ is kept constant through a sequence of splittings 
if no other information is available. In Fig. 2 some of the disks in a three-level split are shown 
where ~ = 0. Disk (2) shown in the third level of splitting does not intersect the original disk and 
can therefore be deleted if the original disk is the domain of interest. Disks (1) and (3) might be 
deleted if the area intersecting with the original disk is covered by other disks, however, the gain 
in efficiency due to the reduction in the number of disks has to be balanced against he increased 
complexity of the algorithm. 
We note that the excess coverage due to the quart-splitting is contained in a disk of radius 
2r/(r - x/-2), where r is the radius of the original disk. 
In the sequel we will abbreviate the term disk vector to disk if there is no confusion. 
Next we consider the generalization of the exclusion rule presented by Moore and Jones [9]. As 
noted above, any circular complex extension of f ( z )  = (~(z)) over the disk Z = (z; r) c_ C" is 
denoted by F(Z) = (Fj(Z)). The generalized exclusion rule is then expressed as: there exist an 
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Fig. 3. The disk Bi. 
index j ,  1 ~<j ~< n such that 
0 ~ Fj(Z). (3) 
Also if 
dj = min [J~(z)[ > 0 
zCZ 
for Z, then 0 ~J~(Z). 
Suppose that the circular disk Bj satisfies midBj EA~(Z) and that 0 < radBj < dj (see Fig. 3). 
Then we have for the natural circular extension that 
radFj(Z) - radB/= O([[rll ) (4) 
when radFj(Z) = O([[r[[) (see for example [1, Theorem 3, p. 24] for the real case which generalizes 
directly to the complex case). Suppose further that f is Frech& differentiable, and that the circular 
extension F}(Z) of the jth row of the Jacobian f ' ( z )  satisfies [[radF}(Z)l I = O([[r[[) whenever 
[midF}(Z)[r - radBj = O([[r][ 2) (r ---+ 0). (5) 
We now consider a particular circular extension called the circular centered form extension. This 
form was first proposed by Moore [8] for real functions. A general definition of the centered form 
extensible to circular complex functions via the axioms was given by Krawczyk-Nickel [6]. Further 
discussions of the centered form are found in [13] and in particular for rational complex functions 
in [7]. 
The circular centered form extension is therefore is 
Fj(Z) = f j (z)  + F}(Z) (Z  - z) (6) 
and it follows that if this extension is used then 
radFj(Z) - radBj = (Imid Fj'(Z)I + radFj'(Z))r - radBj 
= [midY}(Z)]r 4- O(llrll - radBy = o(llrll (7) 
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whenever  is sufficiently small. Clearly, if we choose the extension form (6) then 0 C)~(Z) means 
that 0 ~ Bj as r ~ 0, and the order of radF j (Z) -  radBj is higher than that taken by choos- 
ing the natural extension. Therefore, after r is sufficiently small, choosing (6) is beneficial if (5) 
holds. 
Finally, we consider a splitting exclusion procedure with global convergence based on the above 
splitting method and exclusion rule. Let Z0 c D be a circular disk for which we want to find the 
zeros and Af be the list of disks to be split. The zeros are localized in disks of radius less than s, 
a tolerance. The procedure is then as follows 
Step 0: Initialize ~ to be the empty list and set Z to Z0. 
Step 1: Compute F(Z) .  If 0 ¢ Fj(Z) for some j then go to step 3. 
Step 2: Split Z into four disks Zj, j = 1,. . . ,4 according to (2). Delete the disks in {Zj ]j = 
1,..., 4} which do not intersect Z0. Set Z to one of the remaining disks, enter the others onto the 
list Ae then go to step 1. 
Step 3: If L,W is not empty, then set Z to the disk on the list £0 with the largest radius. If 
rad Z < e then the procedure is terminated and the remaining disks localizes the zeros of f .  If 
not, then delete the disk Z from the list 5 ° and go to step 1. If 5e is empty then the procedure is 
finished and no solution in initial disk is reported. 
There are two cases to consider for the above algorithm. 
Case 1: The tolerance e = 0. Then the above procedure is globally convergent if f has only a 
finite number of zeros in Z0. In fact, from 0 ¢~J~(Z) it follows that 0 ~ Bj, hence from (4) or (6) it 
still follows that 0 ~ Fj when the original disk has been split often enough so that the diameters of 
the disks remaining on the list 5 ° tends to zero. The disks not containing the zeros of f would be 
deleted by rule (3), and a finite number of disks containing zeros of f remain. They are convergent 
to the zeros of f by contraction. 
Case 2: The tolerance > 0. Then the procedure terminates after a finite number of steps. This is 
the practical implementable case. If the zeros are well separated (i.e., distance between zeros >2s) 
then the procedure will locate the zeros with 2e tolerance otherwise they will be located in the 
union of disks of size <~. In either case if a disk does not intersect any other disk then it contains 
at least one zero located with the tolerance . 
This procedure is quite expensive in terms of computational time and data storage. It is, how- 
ever, very useful because it is not necessary to add any special convergence conditions or to 
be limited to a particular class of functions in order that the procedure functions. If, however, 
the computational efficiency can be improved or if the amount of storage can be reduced then 
this clearly improves the usefulness of the method. This will be the topic of the next 
section. 
3. Circular disk and point-iteration 
Let f • D C C n --~ C n be Frech~t differentiable and assume that there exists a circular extension 
F'  of f ' ,  which is inclusion isotone, that is, 
Z 1CZ 2 ~ F'(ZI)CF'(Z 2) VZ1,Z 2 E ,Lr(D). 
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~ection disc 
Fig. 4. The intersection disk of two disks. 
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Given Z = (z; r) and a nonsingular complex matrix Y, the Krawczyk operator [5] can be written as 
K(Z) =z  - Yf (z)  + (I - YF'(Z))(Z - z) 
= (z -  Yf(z); [ I -  YF'(Z)[r), 
where [. [ = ]mid(.)] + rad(.). Let Z ° E ~(D)  then we construct an algorithm as follows: 
For k --- 0, 1,2,... 
2 k+l = [Z k A K(Zk)], 
Z *+1= ~ ~+1 if mid Z *+1 E Z ° 
[2,+ , ( j  = 1,... ,n), (8) ( L-j N Z °] otherwise 
where [A N B] is defined to be the smallest disk that includes the intersection of A and B as shown 
stippled in Fig. 4. 
Under the conditions 
K(Z ° ) C_ Z °, (9) 
II [ I - YF'(Z)I [[ < 1, (10)  
the sequence {Z k } produced by the algorithm (8) converges to the unique solution of Eq. (1) in Z °. 
In fact, condition (9) implies that (1) has a solution z* E Z °. Then from the algorithm it follows 
that z* E Z t, k ~>0. Moreover, 
radZ k+l ~< radK(Z k) = I I - yF'(Z k) IradZ k 
<<. 1 I -  Y - F '(Z°) lradZ k
whence we have limk_~ radZ k -- 0 by condition (10). 
In the following we will prove that if conditions (9) and (10) hold, then for any z ° c Z ° the 
sequence {z k} produced by iteration 
z k+l=z  k -Y f (zk ) ,  k= 1,2 .... (11) 
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converges to the unique solution z* of (1) in Z °. In fact we have already proven the existence 
and uniqueness of the solutions. It is therefore only necessary to prove the convergence of (11 ) 
in the following. We can verify that z k E Z k for any k by induction. Concretely, suppose that the 
conclusion holds for k = l, i.e., z I E Z ° then when k = l + 1 we have 




E z ° - Y f ( z  °)  + ( I  - YF (Z° ) ) (Z  ° - z °)  = K(Z  °)  C_ Z ° 
- z *  = z k - z*  - Y ( f ( z  k)  - f ( z* ) )  E ( I  - YF ' (Z° ) ) ( z  k - z* )  
IIz k+l -z* l l  II I I -  YF'(Z°)] II IIz k -z*t l  
~< [[ [ I -  YF ' (Z° ) I  II • IIz ° - z* l l  
that is we have l imk~ z k = z*. 
4. A splitting search method 
The splitting exclusion procedure discussed in Section 2 is globally convergent. Furthermore, it
is applicable to a large class of functions. It is, however, quite expensive. In order to increase the 
computational efficiency of this procedure we will add the Krawczyk algorithm to the procedure in 
the same manner as was done by Moore-Jones for the real case [9] making use of its computationally 
verifiable conditions. In this manner not only is the exclusion ability strengthened, but the procedure 
can also turn into a convergent point-iteration under the conditions of (9) and (10) so that the amount 
of work is reduced. 
Let LP be the list of sub-regions which must be split and let 5 P be the list of sub-regions which 
are available to be solved by (11 ). In order to control the storage requirement we give a minimum 
positive h as the minimum radius of sub-regions to be split, determined by the storage capacity of 
the computer at hand. The list ~ contains the sub-regions that cannot be split further. 
In the real ca~e, if all the intervals on a list are bisected then the number of intervals on the 
list is increased oy a factor of two. In the circular splitting case, however, the number of circular 
intervals is increased by a factor of four under the same conditions. This problem can be alleviated 
somewhat by introducing an auxiliary field Q = {-1,  i , -1 ,m} where m is the splitting indicator 
which points out the coordinate direction of the splitting. Thus, when the circular disks are split, 
we merely need to compute any one of the zj0 by (2) according to the coordinate direction pointed 
to by m. The other three are then obtained from -Z jo ,  izjo, - iZ jo ,  i.e., it is only necessary to store 
one of the four split disk vectors and the auxiliary field in the initial processing step and if the disk 
vectors are placed on me list ~.  If a disk vector is put on the list 5 e then it must be stored as 
the full vector since some of the four disks associated with a split might have been rejected as not 
containing a zero. In thi manner the storage required is reduced to almost the same as in the real 
case. 






5 p and go 
step 1. 
Step 6: 
In the following we describe the improved circular splitting search method: 
Step 0: Initialize 5O, 5 ~ and ~ to the empty lists and set Z to Z °. 
Compute F(Z). 
If 0 ~ F;(Z) for some j then go to step 8. 
3: Choose or compute Y, then compute R = ]I - YF'(Z)] and K(Z). 
4: If Z N K(Z) = ~, then go to step 8. 
If K(Z)C_Z N Z ° and IIR]] < 1 then enter Z (along with the corresponding Y) onto 
to step 8. Otherwise if Kj(Z) C Zj for some j replace these Zj with Kj(Z) then go to 
Choose coordinate direction m then split according to the method of Section 2. We now 
only need to compute any one of the Zj0 among the four circular vectors. If ]]radZj0]] ~<h then put 
Zj0 together with its auxiliary Q into the list ~ otherwise Z is set to Zj,, and put Z~0 together with 
its Q into list 5 °. 
Step 7: If Z NZ ° ~ (~ then go to step 1. 
Step 8: If the list 5 ° is empty then go to step 9 otherwise choose a disk vector 2 in the list 
5O and choose one of the first three components of its auxiliary field. Multiply this component 
and component of midZ pointed to by the splitting indicator and put the disk obtained by the 
multiplication into Z then delete the auxiliary component in the auxiliary field. If the first three 
components in the auxiliary field are all empty then delete 2, and its auxiliary field in the list 5 ° 
go to step 1. 
Step 9: If list 5P is not empty then print the list 5 P as the initial region of the iteration (11). If 
list ~ is not empty then print the list 5 ~ as the sub-regions that cannot be split further. 
Step 10: If lists 5 P and ~ are all empty then print NO SOLUTION and stop. 
There are some further remarks that can be added to the algorithm. 
Remark 1. Some of the discs produced by a sequence of splittings might intersect each other. This 
might result in a situation where a solution is contained in more than one disk. Therefore, if there 
are disks in the list 5 P such that one disk contains another then we can delete the smaller disk. 
Prior to performing the point iterations we also collect all the intersecting circular disks and choose 
a common initial value from the intersection of these disks. Furthermore, if two iteration sequences 
corresponding to two different disks tend to the same value then it is highly likely that these two 
disks contain the same solution. 
Remark 2. In step 3 we usually choose Y such that y-1 E F'(Z). This means that 
R = II - YF'(Z)I<<. IYI" I y-1 _ F ' (Z)  I 
: [YI(I Y-~ - midF'(Z)l  + radF'(Z))<,21Y[radF'(Z). 
If, therefore, radF'(Z)<~c radZ then we are certain that ]]R]] < 1 since the circular splitting is fine 
enough. This means that we have a simplified method for rejecting a circular disc, i.e., the circular 
iteration (8) is used if the disk satisfies above condition. The iteration sequence shrinks although 
the existence of the solutions cannot be verified. If empty set, however, appears after a finite steps, 
then it implies that there is no solution in that disk. 
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Table I 
Real Imag. Radius 
-0.628033 -1.08295 0.00883883 
-0.636872 -1.09179 0.00883883 
-0.631694 - 1.08661 0.00883883 
-0.622855 -1.09545 0.00883883 
-0.626517 -1.09911 0.00883883 
-0.635355 -1.09027 0.00883883 
-0.634727 -1.08964 0.00883883 
-0.625888 -1.09848 0.00883883 
-0.622227 -1.09482 0.00883883 
-0.631066 -1.08598 0.00883883 
Remark 3. In the above algorithm the circular disks which do not satisfy one of the following 
conditions: 
1. O~F(Z)  orZnK(Z)=O orZnZ °=0,  
2. IlradZII 
3. K(Z) C_ Z n Z ° and IIRII < 1 
must be split further. 
5. Numerical experiments 
The basic splitting method of Section 2 was implemented in C++ due to its object handling and 
operator overloading capabilities. A simple one-dimensional root-finding example was selected from 
[14] where the zeros z0 = -0.630 + 1.09i, Zl = -0.630 - 1.09i and z2 = 1.26 of f (z )  = z 3 - 2 were 
computed using Mullers method. The natural interval extension was used to compute the range of 
f (z)  over a circular interval due to its simple form. 
The computational process typically produced a fairly large number of circular intervals. These 
intervals clustered around the individual roots of f .  The natural interval extension over each of 
these intervals contained zero. 
A recursive proccess is therefore suggested where the computational process would consist of 
performing the algorithm with a certain tolerance, then consolidating the clusters of circular intervals 
into enclosing circular intervals and then repeating the algorithm with a reduced tolerance. 
The algorithm was tested with an initial disk Z0 = (-0.6 - 1.1i; 0.1) and a tolerance of e -- 0.01. 
An iteration limit of 100 iterations was also provided. 
The process halted after 31 iterations with the 10 disks given in Table 1. 
The disk Z1 = (-0.629523- 1.09151i; 0.0175292) contained these disks. The disk Z~ was used as 
input to the algorithm with a tolerance = 0.001. After 39 iterations a list of 8 disks resulted which 
were contained in the disk Z2 = (-0.630043 - 1.09099i; 0.00116769). A third iteration sequence 
of 54 iterations with this disk and the tolerance e = 0.0001 resulted in 17 disks contained in 
Z3 == (-0.629964 - 1.09112i; 0.000145861). 
This test was made as a "proof of concept" of the basic splitting algorithm rather than to demon- 
strate the effectiveness of the algorithm on this particular problem. 
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